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This fourteenth edition accounts for the 2012 elections and includes discussion of the agenda of the

new Congress, White House-Capitol Hill relations, party and committee leadership changes, judicial

appointments, and partisan polarization, as well as covering changes to budgeting, campaign

finance, lobbyists in legislative policymaking, public attitudes about Congress, reapportionment,

rules, and procedural shifts. Always balancing great scholarship with currency, the book features

lively case material along with relevant data, charts, exhibits, maps, and photos.
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"Of the many textbooks on the subject, Congress and Its Members is clearly the gold standard. It

offers a comprehensive introduction to the people and structures of the American Congress in clear

and readable prose. The addition of Eric Schickler adds yet another top-notch scholar to the

accomplished team of authors." --Amy E. Black

Roger H. Davidson is professor emeritus of government and politics at the University of Maryland,

and has served as visiting professor of political science at the University of California, Santa

Barbara. He is a Fellow of the National Academy of Public Administration. During the 2001-2002

academic year, he served as the John Marshall Chair in political science at the University of

Debrecen, Hungary. His books include Remaking Congress: Change and Stability in the 1990's,

co-edited with James A. Thurber (1995), and Understanding the Presidency, Seventh Edition,



co-edited with James P. Pfiffner (2012). Davidson is co-editor with Donald C. Bacon and Morton

Keller of The Encyclopedia of the United States Congress (1995). Walter J. Oleszek is a senior

specialist in the legislative process at the Congressional Research Service. He has served as either

a full-time professional staff aide or consultant to every major House and Senate congressional

reorganization effort beginning with passage of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970. In 1993,

he served as Policy Director of the Joint Committee on the Organization of Congress. A long-time

adjunct faculty member at American University, Oleszek is a frequent lecturer to various academic,

governmental, and business groups. He is the author or co-author of several books, including

Congress under Fire: Reform Politics and the Republican Majority, with C. Lawrence Evans (1997)

and Congressional Procedures and the Policy Process, Ninth Edition (2013). Frances E. Lee is

professor of government and politics at the University of Maryland. She is author of Beyond

Ideology: Politics, Principles and Partisanship in the U.S. Senate (2009) and coauthor of Sizing Up

The Senate: The Unequal Consequences of Equal Representation (1999). Her work has received

national recognition, including the Richard F. Fenno, Jr. Prize for the best book in legislative politics

in 2010, and the D. B. Hardeman Prize for the best book on a congressional topic in both 1999 and

2011. Her articles have appeared in American Political Science Review, Journal of Politics,

Legislative Studies Quarterly, American Journal of Political Science, among others. Eric Schickler is

Jeffrey & Ashley McDermott Professor of Political Science at the University of California, Berkeley.

He is the author of Disjointed Pluralism: Institutional Innovation and the Development of the U.S.

Congress (2001), which received APSA's Richard F. Fenno Award. His second book, Partisan

Hearts and Minds (co-authored with Donald Green and Bradley Palmquist), was published in 2002.

He is also co-author of Filibuster: Obstruction and Lawmaking in the U.S. Senate (co-authored with

Gregory Wawro, 2006), which also received APSA's Richard F. Fenno Award. He has authored or

co-authored articles in the American Political Science Review, American Journal of Political

Science, Legislative Studies Quarterly, Comparative Political Studies, Polity, Public Opinion

Quarterly, and Social Science History.

The 14th edition, like all of Davidson's versions, is updated for this term. The layout of the book is

clear and straightforward. The individual chapters are easy to read and full of current and pertinent

info. Embedded in the chapters are smaller case studies and anecdotes. They serve to illustrate the

chapter topics and also educate the reader using recent events. A must have for anyone looking to

establish a baseline of information on U.S. Congress.



I chose this 5-star rating due to its great content. I liked the understandable content and historical

explanations, as well as its greatly informative material. I would recommend this book to anyone

looking to learn more about the legislative processes of the U.S.A.

The book arrived in great condition and proved very useful for my U.S. Congress course.

condition as stated

best book for the details of Congress

As described

With the environmental impact statement the direct regulation is suppose to be noticed on how it

would be to benefit the ecosystem with the managementtaking a look at the koyoto protocol. Since

the policy outcomes in the politics setting is suppose to curve the market failure with the logic of

collective action.Even though the vetoes that come and go among the circuit courts of appeals is

what is really lagging the lobbying of issue networks that can be seenas a policy gridlock in the

incremental form of the policymaking with the cooperative federalism in a decentralization action.

Knowing the political systemstheory when the policy evaluation comes a concern on the policy

instrument used as it conerns the regulatory policy.When noting on the institutional theory the policy

implementation should favor the distributive policies as a protective regulation.Taking that into

consideration the environmental impact statement is there as a direct regulation that should benefit

the ecosystemwith a management look again on the koyoto protocol. From this a interest comes

into view on sustainable development as a multiple usewith the intergovernmental panel with issues

on climate change as a intergenerational equity. Noting largely on the stock marketsand securities

being used with foreign relations that make a focus on the federal lands requiring environmental

protection yet going toincome and estate taxes with contracts with the federal government.From

these proceedings can understand on the determined impairment that is there with necessity being

served with each circumstances that is allowingto be permitted with the intelligible principle. Being

passed off as an American rule for special land use with permits going onto the public benefityet

many do not benefit when asked if they agree to it or not. This creates a burden on local

government powers and organization when zoning issuescome up on the situations of land use

planning with a big concern on environmental protection. Since the subtopics of how corporations



actingas limited liability companies are playing into partnerships with other business conveyances

onto mortgages and taxes.So when going over the environmental impact statement the noted direct

regulation is to aid into the surrounding ecosystem for management keynotes onthe koyoto protocol.

Asking for the notion on the sustainable development to be there with multiple use of a

intergovernmental panel on climate changefor the benefit of intergenerational equity. Simply stating

on the primary authority of the natural language when going over the session of lawsin parallel cities

to witness the adversial system that has matters into rainmakers to avoid unreasonable fees. Since

when scanning over the law advanceof sheets the finger is placed on article contracts with the legal

issue of ordinances that try to have restatements of the fading stars.

booked arrived right in time for my first class meeting. thanks again for your help, glad I do not have

to spend extra money at the school bookstore.
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